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Abstract. The near space airships usually have a large volume. when the airship leave the 
boathouse, it is influenced by the near surface wind significantly, and the attitude of the airship will 
change, and the risk of the experiment will be increase. In this paper, the dynamics method is used 
to analyse the force in the mooring rope and the attitude of the airship with nosecone constraint. The 
kinetic equation is established. A typical near space airship is choose as an example. The Runge-
Kutta method is used to solve the dynamic equation. According to calculation result, the change law 
of the force in the mooring rope and the attitude of the airship is given, which can provide reference 
for the near space airship experiment. For the airport in this paper, the force in the mooring rope 
near the tail in the windward side is bigger than the others. The stronger rope should be used in 
design. 

1 Introduction 
The near space airship flying in the bottom of the near 
space provide a long-duration running platform for many 
military and civilian applications[1-3].  Achieving the 
lift through buoyancy, the near space airship require 
mush less power than traditional aircraft. The near space 
airships can be usually tens of thousands to hundreds of 
thousands of cubic meters in size to provide enough lift 
in the near space. When the airship leave the boathouse, 
it is influenced by the near surface wind significantly, 
the attitude of the airship will change, and the risk of the 
experiment will increase.  When the velocity of the wind 
increase, the mooring rope of the airship may break if 
the tension in the rope  is at its maximum limit. The 
mooring tower which can fix the head of the airship to 
reduce the influence of the wind is used more and more 
in the near space airship experiment. The tension in the 
mooring rope is the key when the near space airship 
leave the boathouse, but there are less study on it[4-6]. 

In this paper, the dynamics method is used to analyse 
the force in the mooring rope and the attitude of the 
airship with nosecone constraint. The kinetic equation is 
established. A typical near space airship is choose as an 
example.  

2 Basic hypothesis  

Make the following basic hypothesis before analysis: 
(1) the near space airship is rigid body. 
(2) The rotating angles of the airship along three axes 

are so small, and the changes in the length of the 
mooring rope are  negligible. 

(3) The weights of the mooring ropes are negligible. 

3 The coordinate system 
The airship moors in the nosecone with mooring tower 
and in the body with mooring rope. The coordinate 
system is shown in Fig.1. The inertial coordinate system 

e e eOX Y Z  and the body-fitted coordinate system b b bOX Y Z  
is set up in the nosecone of the airship.  
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Fig.1.  The coordinate system 

The transform matrix is defined as: 
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Where , ,    is the rotating angle of the airship 

along eX , eY , eZ  axes, ( , , )T  η  is the Euler Angle. 

( , , )Tp q rω  is the angle velocity in the body-fitted 
coordinate. 

η C ω&                           (2) 
Where C  is defined as: 

1 tan sin tan cos
0 cos sin
0 sec sin sec cos
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4 The force analysis of the mooring 
rope  
When the near space airship leave the boathouse, it is 
influenced by the near surface wind. The forces on the 
airship include the gravity G , the buoyancy B , the 
aerodynamic force P , and the forces in the mooring 
rope iT ( i  is the number of the mooring rope). The 
kinetic equation is established in body-fitted coordinate. 
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Fig.2.  Force analysis of the airport 

4.1 The buoyancy and the gravity 

The buoyancy is defined as: 
airV B g                                 (4) 

Where air  is the density of the air;  V  is the 
volume of the airship; g  is the acceleration of gravity in 

body-fitted coordinate, (0,0,9.8)Tg C . 
The buoyancy moment is written as: 

B B M r B                                (5) 
Where Br  is the body centred vector. 
The gravity is defined as: 

( )j air air he hem V V   G g                  (6) 

Where jm the weight of the airship structure is, airV  

is the volume of the air in the airship, heV  is the volume 
of the helium in the airship, he  is the density of the 
helium. 

The gravity moment is written as: 
G G M r G                                (7) 

Where Br  is the gravity centred vector.. 

4.2 The tension in the mooring rope 

The elastic model of the rope is defined as: 
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Where k is the elastic coefficient of the rope; ilV  are 
the elongations of the mooring rope, il  are the initial 
lengths of the mooring rope. The directions of tensions 
are going from the mooring points on the airship to the 
mooring points of the transport vehicle. 

Obviously, the tensions in the mooring ropes are 
affected by the space positions of the mooring points, 
and the tensions of the mooring ropes can be expressed 
as a function of the Euler Angle. 

The coordinate of the mooring points in transfer 
vehicle are defined as iΑ , and the coordinate of the 
mooring points in airship are defined as iΑ , the initial 
length of the mooring rope are written as 2i i il  A A , 

when the airship rotates, the Α  is invariant, and the iΑ  
transforms into iC iΑ CΑ , so the tensions in the 
mooring rope are written as: 

i iC
i i

iC
T

l
 

 
A AT                          (9) 

The forces moments in the mooring rope are written 
as: 

1 1

n n

T i i i
i i 

   M M r T                 (10) 

Where ir  are the coordinate vectors of the mooring 
points in the airship, n  is the number of the mooring 
rope. 

4.3 The aerodynamic force 

The aerodynamic force [7] is defined as: 
  ( , , )TX Y ZP                            (11) 

where 
2
0

1
2 air XX v Q                           (12)  

2
0

1
2 air YY v Q                           (13)  

2
0

1
2 air ZZ v Q                             (14)  

Where X , Y , Z are the aerodynamic force on three 
axes, 0 w Bv v  r ω is air velocity , wv is the velocity of 
the wind, XQ , YQ , ZQ  are aerodynamic parameters on 
three axes. Please see references [7] for the equations 
and parameters.   

The aerodynamic force moment is written as: 
p B M r P                           (15)  

         

5 The kinetic equations 
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Since the head of the airship is fixed with mooring 
tower, the translational equation is not necessary. The 
equation of motion is given as: 

( ) [( ) ]a a   I I ω ω I I ω = M&            (16) 
Where I  is the rotational inertia of the airship, aI  is 

the added inertial. 
G B T P   M M M M M             (17) 

Combining Eqs.2 and 16, we obtain the coupled 
nonlinear equations: 

0
0 - [( ) ]
    

         
ω

a a

E C ωη
I I M ω× I I ωω

&
&

      (18) 

6 The example 

6.1 The airship 

The example airship is shown in Fig.3. the length of the 
airship is 250m, the maximum diameter of the airship is 
75m, and the weight of the airship is 45492kg. Helium 
ratio to total volume is 0.061. The coordinate of gravity 
center is (-115m, 0m, 1.66m)T, and the coordinate of the 
body center is   (-115m, 0m, 0m)T. The modulus of 
elasticity of mooring rope is 89GPa, and the diameter of 
the mooring rope is 8mm. 
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Fig.3.    The airport for example 

The mooring airship is shown in Fig.4, the height of 
the airship axis is 40m, the distance from mooring point 
in the transfer vehicle to the longitudinal symmetry plane 
of the airship is 60m. 
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Fig.4.    The mooring mode of the airport for example 

6.2 Calculation results 

The Runge-Kutta method is used to solve the dynamic 
equation. the result of the attitude changes of airship and 
The tensions in the mooring ropes under the influence of 
crosswind are shown in Fig.5-7. 

According to the simulation results, with the increase 
of the crosswind velocity, the attitudes of the airship and 
the tensions of the mooring rope will change and tends to 
be stable. The time to reach the stable position will 
increase with the increase of the wind velocity. The 

variation of the tensions in the mooring rope with wind 
velocity can be divided into four stages 
 

 
(a) attitude of the airship 

 
(b) The tension in the mooring ropes 

Fig.5.   The simulation result with wind velociry 1m/s 

 
(a) attitude of the airship 

 
(b) The tension in the mooring ropes 

Fig.6.   The simulation result at wind velociry 1.2m/s 
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(a) attitude of the airship 

 
(b) The tension in the mooring ropes 

Fig.7.   The simulation result at wind velociry 3m/s 

 (1) When 0m/s < wv < 0.8m/s, all the four mooring 
ropes are under stress, the tension in 2# and 3# mooring 
rope decreases rapidly with time, and the tension in 1# 
and 4# mooring rope rises rapidly with time. 

(2) With the increase of wind velocity, when 0.8m/s
≤ wv ＜1.1m/s, the tension in 2# and 3# mooring rope 
decreases rapidly, and the tension in 3# mooring rope 
decreases to 0. The tension in 1# and 4# mooring ropes 
increases rapidly with time and tends to be stable 
gradually. A typical case is shown in Fig.5. 

(3) As the wind velocity continues to increase, when 
1.1m/s≤ wv ＜1.5m/s, the tension in the 3# and 2# 
mooring ropes drops rapidly and reduces to 0. The 
tension in 1# mooring rope increased with the increase 
of wind velocity. When the tension in 3# and 2# mooring 
rope was 0, it began to decrease. The tension in #4 
mooring rope increases rapidly with time. When the 
tension in 3# and 2# mooring rope is 0, the increasing 
peed becomes slow, and tends to be stable gradually. A 
typical case is shown in Fig.6.  

 (4) When wv ≥1.5m/s, the tension in the 3# and 2# 
mooring ropes drops rapidly and reduces to 0. With the 
increase of wind speed, the tension in 1# mooring rope 
presented a rapid trend at first. When the pull force of 3# 
and 2# mooring rope was 0, it began to show a 
downward trend and gradually returned to 0.The tension 
in 4# mooring rope increases rapidly with time, and 
tends to be stable gradually. A typical case is shown in 
Fig.7. 

The variation of attitude angle and the tensions in the 
mooring ropes with the wind velocity after the airship 
reaches a steady state are shown in Fig.8. Table 1 shows 

the maximum tensions on the mooring ropes when the 
wind speed from 0m/s to 3m/s, the wind velocities at the 
maximum tensions, and the wind velocities at the 
tensions on the mooring ropes drops to 0. It can be seen 
that after the steady state is reached, the tension on the 
3# and 2# mooring rope gradually decreases with the 
increase of wind velocity. When the wind velocity 
reaches 0.8m/s and 1.5m/s, it decreases to 0.The tension 
of 1# mooring rope increased with the increase of wind 
speed at first. When the tension of 3# and 2# mooring 
rope decreased to 0, it began to decrease. When the wind 
speed reached 1.5m/s, it decreased to 0.The tension in 4# 
mooring rope increases with the increase of wind 
velocity. 
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(a) attitude of the airship 

 

 
(b) The tension in the mooring ropes 

Fig.8.    The influence of wind when system was stable 

Table 1. Tension in the rope. 

Mooring 
rope 

maximum 
tension（N

） 

Wind velocity 
at maximum 
tension (m/s) 

Wind velocity 
at zero tension 

(m/s) 

1# 5365.74 1 1.5 

2# 4669.80 0 1.1 

3# 1745.49 0 0.8 

4# 34902.62 3 - 
Therefore, under the influence of crosswind, the 4# 

mooring rope at the tail of the windward side of the 
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airship will bear more tension, which is the most 
vulnerable part of the 4 mooring ropes. For example, if 
the tensile strength of the mooring rope of the airship is 
2t, the rope will be break when the crosswind velocity is 
2.2m/s.Corresponding reinforcement measures should be 
adopted in the experiment design. 

7 Conclusion 
The dynamics method is used to analyzed the tensions in 
the mooring ropes and the attitude of the airship with 
nosecone constraint. Runge-Kutta numerical method is 
used to solve the equations. the results under the 
diffierent crosswind velocity are given, which can 
provide reference for near space airship experiment. 
Under the influence of crosswind, the mooring rope at 
the tail of wind ward side is under the maximum stress. 
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